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GENRE DEMO

FORMAT

LOGLINE

13ep. - 60 Min Serial  Mystery Drama in the vein of DESPERATE HOUSEWIVES meets  
COLD CASE around the corner from MURDER SHE WROTE

Mystery Drama Women 18+

What started off as a small town murder mystery book club quickly transforms into four idyllic friends who solve 
real life cold murder cases that have been left on the shelf in their hometown, by using their natural instincts,  

new technology and a little help from the afterlife.



Premise
In the sunny community of Naples, CA a small group of neighbors form a murder mystery book club. By the third book 
the cohort quickly discovers they have a knack for figuring out the plot and solving the mystery within the first few 
chapters of each book.  

Jan, the clairvoyant and charismatic leader of the group, grabs a few cases from her deceased father’s, a decorated 
detective, storage room to see if the ladies can untangle a real life homicide and ferret out a few criminals.  

Some of the group sans the idea, but Marta - a maid with an army of domestic workers, Joyce - a witty former celebrity 
stylist, and Dr. Ayana Lott - a psychologist form a idyllic group who tackle as many unsolved mysteries they can while 
managing their businesses, families, and neighborhood drama. 

Helping the group is Penelope, an restless spirit that only communicates with Jan guiding her threw cases while 
introducing her to other souls that are trapped in the earth realm due to their lives being cut short and their murderers 
not being apprehended.  

The group collectively discovers their calling when settling unsolvable cold cases that have been left on the shelf, while 
also rounding up some healthy sized monetary rewards. With natural instinct, charisma and acute questioning the 
group views these homicides from a unique perspective, while bumping heads with local police detectives and Jan’s  
little sister, ALICIA - a demoted desktop, who tire very quickly of the groups “meddling”. 

MURDER MOMMAS will tackle cases that involve: racism, homophobia, transphobia, sexism, abortion, and police 
brutality.     Some of the cases were based on real life events or victims, akin to the "ripped from the headlines" style 

from shows like the Law and Order series. 



Janice McClain
Oldest of three daughters of a cop, the quirky, clairvoyant 
Librarian’s assistant is the ultimate multi-tasker. We meet the 
daddy’s girl separated from her live-in husband for “almost 
cheating”, chasing after her three children - all boys, and 
nearing the end of grief therapy due to her father’s loss in a 
long battle with Alzhiemers. 

The founder of six failed businesses started the Naples 
Community Library Murder Mystery book club to encourage 
women to invest in female authors. This tasks takes up time, 
but fulfills one of three lives missions, rebuilding her family, 
creating a safe space for women and stockpile R&D for her 
next business venture, EAT YOUR WEEDIES, a boutique 
cannibus edible café.



Penelope
Funny, whimsical and dead for fifteen years describes 
Penelope aka Penny a spirit who is stuck in the earth 
realm and can only be seen by Jan.  

She is the catalyst that assists Jan with unseen clues and 
also guides other souls whom have met untimely deaths 
and are stuck in the earth realm until their souls killers 
can be found.  

She hangs out in the Triple Yum Diner in the same spot 
she was found killed years ago when the location was an 
abandoned where house.   



Marta Perez
The quiet and unassuming maid has made herself a career by hiding and 
working in plan site, so much so, none of the neighbors in the community have 
noticed her building a small cleaning and landscaping empire within Naples. 

She actually lives among them because she bought the house from her old boss 
she used to nanny for a few year earlier. 

Her network of handymen, maids, servants, babysitters and gardeners helps her 
keep a close eye on all the gossip and business of families in the neighborhood. 
Not one of her 95 employees know she is the CEO of RISE, Inc. 

The feisty girl raised in the foster system of Northern California has a few secrets 
that will remain in her past, but if they ever make way to her new surroundings 
they may have to answer to her licensed .32 pistol.  



Joyce Peters
Once dubbed Vogue Magazines “30 Under 30”, the one time apprentice 
to June Ambrose and Kelly Catrell had carved out a nice career for 
herself. After graduating from the prestigous Hampton University the LA 
native set her sites on creating own lane in fashion, only to have her 
designs and business snagged by a legal battle leaving her with less than 
her name.  

The debacle did land her into the arms of her on mostly off again 
significant other, a retire pro player turned coach who takes care of her 
needs as he works his way out of his marriage.  

Knowing her days of debt free living may shortly come to an end Joyce  
has limited time to reshape her professional life and smooth over things 
with her estranged young adult sons.   

The street smart and edgy goal getter pivots her career into interior 
design, but to pass the time she links with the community book club to 
meet new friends and potential clients. 



Dr. Avana Lott 
The sharp tougued psychologist has finally pulled herself back 
togther after losing her husband while on a case as a private 
detective. The details are sketchy and the murderer has never 
been caught.  

Joining the book club helped Dr. Lott break out of her grief and 
challenged her to be more social. Reopening her practice is 
the one thing she is passionate about, but apprehensive due 
to her expired psychology license.  

Her knack for reading people and surroundings while 
extending an open armed repiore gets her in spaces and trust 
circles that many would find difficult to breach. 



Alicia McClain
Following in Pappy McClain’s footsteps is the only dream Jan’s 
baby sister had since graduating elementary school. She eats 

sleeps and breathes law enforcement. So when she is demoted to 
desk duty after two bad shootings (shooting her partner in the foot 

and an assailant in the backside) quickly derailed her detective 
track status.  

The hot headed live wire finds little cheer in being her big sisters’, 
personal driver and emotional savior, while trying to grasps the 

threads of her unwinding career.  

Keeping a clean nose and low profile is the safest way to get back 
in the good graces of her superiors, but her meddling sister turns 

that mole hill into a mountain with ever case she champions.  





Pilot
The ladies of the Naples Murder Mystery Book Club are very frustrated by the subpar mystery that they don’t collectively solve by the middle of 
each offering. Jan the quirky founder of the club assures the ladies that the next book will be challenging and on point. Interrupting her in the 
middle of her diatribe is her husband Chester who reminds her that is her weekend with the kids and to not shuffle them off to their friends. 


Due to a DUI Jan is driven by her baby sitter ALICIA, a live wire cop who has been demoted to desk duty pending her last bad shooting. 
Mistakenly, Alicia shot herself in the foot while running to help an assailant whom she mistakenly shot in the rear end. Jan urges her sibling to stop 
at MADAME MEME’s Palm Reading Emporium, for aura recorrecction. Alicia declines. 


Inside Jan surveys the empty room and finds PENELOPE, whom she thinks is Madame Meme, but she is not the palm reader. Penelope aka 
PENNY is a spirit who is trapped in the earth realm until her killer is brought to justice. The two hit it off with Penny encouraging the library 
assistant to try her hand at some real cases instead of the dead end books. Unbeknownst to Jan she is the only person who can see the spirit and 
who pops up throughout each case to help and push her along. 


The ladies of this group all converge at a unique cross roads in their personal and professional lives. MARTA the unassuming maid is building a 
cleaning and landscaping empire under the noses of every one within the Naples community. JOYCE the former celebrity stylist and kept woman 
struggles to connect with her young adult children after chasing her dreams and ignoring their childhoods, she strives to balance it all. 

Meanwhile, methodical and  strategic DR. AYANA LOTT grieves over the loss of her college sweetheart and husband, a private 

detective who lost his life while investigating a group of insurance scammers. She struggles to restart her 

practice and renew her license. 



At the next Murder Mystery Book club meeting members are reluctant to start yet another book, some members leave while Jan, Dr. Avana, Joyce 
and Marta stay to salvage the evening. While leaving Jan bumps into MEGAN HALL’S MOTHER who asks to leave a few MISSING PERSON 
Flyers, her daughter has been missing for the last three years and the police are stymied. This sparks an idea in Jan who challenges the remaining 
ladies to use their wit and gumption to figure out this real life murder mystery. 


Again Alicia, Jan’s sister dampers the idea, as does her mother BENNY, who lets her know cases like these are the one thing that caused her 
father - an old school homicide detective - to lose his marbles and ultimately his life. Reluctantly, Alicia sneaks Jan the Murder Book of the 
MEGAN HALL case and Jan recruits her dream team of sleuths. 


Jan, Joyce, Dr. Avana and Marta dig into the case and creates an investigation wall, war room and even a few disguises from their children’s old 
leave behinds. After combing through details and returning every call from the hotline, they finally get a tip. A man PEPE has found some 
disturbing VHS tapes his roommate left behind and he believes one of the young ladies could be the missing Megan Hall. The team follows up 
analyzing the tapes which shows several different rapes of young women by a masked man, but how the camera moves in several tapes it 
exposes that another person had to be the cameraman and present during the Megan Hall incident. Joyce presses Pepe, he is in the clear with a 
stout alibi for the weekend Megan was missing. That evening a car similar to Joyce’s is shot up just like Megan’s a few years earlier, luckily it was 
not awe inside, her boyfriend’s other woman was in the car no she is missing. 



Soon the team has the rapist in their crosshairs and compiles enough evidence to bring to him to justice, but something does not sit quite right 
with Joyce who reviews the tape and notices the Life Section of USA Today Newspaper in one to the shots, It is of a photoshoot that Joyce was 
robbed from her and the date in which she remembers was much later than the date of PEPE’s alibi. She corroborates with Dr. Avana and bingo 
they have found the second man in the videos, but they can not find Jan who has rode with Marta to return some other items and deliver some 
thank you cookies to the cute construction worker, who helped them get the unexpected $50,000 reward.


When they arrive the mistakenly interrupt PEPE who is bad at hiding his ill intentions. They also hear a muffled cry for help. Pepe brandishes a 
knife and shuffles the amateur gumshoes into the basement where another woman is being held, but unbeknownst to Pepe is the .32 pistol Marta 
keeps in her purse and she introduces in occasions such as this one. 


In the end, the both rapist are now behind bars  and Jan seeks to find Penny at the community diner to thank her and give her share of the reward 
for her help and guidance. Jan informs her that would not be necessary and keys her in on who she really is a spirit stuck in the earth realm. A 
floored and confused Jan follows Penny to a storage bunker once owned by Jan’s father and houses over 300 copied murder books of old cases 
of which were never solved. Jan assures her that this work is her destiny and that she will be with the group helping from the most unique 
perspective ever. The after world.









Episodes Title Logline

2 Here Comes the Hot 
Steppah

WIth small successmand a nice payday from the Hall case the Murder Mommas tackle a  case which involves 
a  homicide at the notorious Golden Seal Soka Club. Jan discovers her father Pappy may have been a “rolling 
stone” while Dr. Ayana starts grief counseling. 

3 Common Treads Joyce learns that there are more rules than she can handle being a “side chick” while the group tackles a 
mystery that will involve lots of dirty work. 

4 Hot Boy Summer
Marta’s business starts to grow as she picks up a contract from the new boutique hotel in downtown Long 
Beach, but has to get some muscle of her own when possibly facing some Made Men. The women get Alicia 
in over her head as the investigate the murder of one of the owner of a gay night club. 

5 + 6 Dogg Pound Gangstas
Jan discovers she has no date for her 30th High School reunion where some old scores need to be settled. 
The ladies find themselves at their first dead end during and investigation of a drive by done wrong. They will 
had to go deep undercover to ferret the murderer. 

7 Kissed with a Seal 
A boat, a swim instructor and some useful marine life help the ladies solve a case of a missing person at sea. 
Jan gets going on her side business venture, Dr. Avana discovers her husband was a FBI informant and Marta 
Bay Area past begins to rear its ugly head. 

Season 1 - Episode Breakdown



Episodes Title Logline

8 The Postman Cometh
When they communities favorite postman comes up missing, the ladies leap into action to find one of their 
beloved friends. Joyce oldest son takes up a new hobby (rapping) while Alicia maneuvers through the Old 
Boys Club at the police station. 

9 Run Me My Money Jan discovers that Pappy may have had a whole other family in Las Vegas. While she sorts that out the ladies 
take on their first case without the leader or side help from Penny. 

10 Untie That Knot
Some of Dr. Ayana’s past demons come to the foreground as she applies to reinstate her medical license. Jan 
learns that her husband may be getting serious with someone else right under her nose. Marta begins to fall 
for the Mafia bosses son all while investigating the poisoning of a bridal party.

11 + 12 Marlboro Stan
Jan discovers she has no date for her 30th High School reunion where some old scores need to be settled. 
The ladies find themselves at their first dead end during and investigation of a drive by done wrong. They will 
had to go deep undercover to ferret the murderer. 

13 The Fall Out
A boat, a swim instructor and some useful marine life help the ladies solve a case of a missing person at sea. 
Jan gets going on her side business venture, Dr. Avana discovers her husband was a FBI informant and Marta 
Bay Area past begins to rear its ugly head. 

Season 1 - Episode Breakdown


